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Why 136Xe?
 Reasonable Q-value of 2457.8±0.4 keV. Based on recent high precision mass 
 measurement at FSU. M. Redshaw, J.McDaniel, E. Wingfield and E.G. Myers, 
  to be submitted to Phys. Rev. C 

  Isotope 136Xe has reasonable natural abundance 8.9%.
    Noble gas, isotopic enrichment by ultra centrifugation cost effective.
   No chemistry needed.

   Xenon can be re-purified during operation and moved to different detector

Active detection medium in both liquid and gaseous phase. Suited for 
 charge collection plus high yield UV scintillator (@ 3 kV/cm ~25 ph/keV,
 ~50 e/keV, anti-correlated1). No crystal growth needed.

Ionization potentials Xe: 12.130 eV, Ba+:  5.212 eV,  Ba++: 10.004 eV 
 ββ-decay product atom remains  charged. Opens possibility of Ba removal
and final state tagging through Ba single ion detection



EXO Road Map
   Ultimate Goal: build 1 to 10 ton high resolution tracking TPC 
   using enriched 136Xe.  Equip it with Ba-final state tagging.  
  This should result in extremely small  if not zero random background. 
   Envisaged sensitivity 10 meV, would cover mass range allowed 
   for inverted mass hierarchy.

 Detect decay and vertex in TPC using liquid Xenon.
Extract Ba ion using a charged probe. Transfer into ion trap, 
use laser pumping to identify single Ba ion.

Research on a high pressure gas TPC and in situ detection of Ba in the
  Xenon gas is being pursued in parallel.



The roadmap to the background free discoveryThe roadmap to the background free discovery
of Majorana neutrinos and the neutrino mass scaleof Majorana neutrinos and the neutrino mass scale
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with with BaBa
trapping andtrapping and
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in in Xe Xe and and 
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Enrich a large amountEnrich a large amount
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experiment with experiment with Ba Ba taggingtagging
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Design & build aDesign & build a
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background prototypebackground prototype
LXe LXe 00νββ νββ  detector detector
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DoneDone
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InvestigateInvestigate
direct taggingdirect tagging
in in LXeLXe



EXO-200
Scientific goals:

1)1) Measurement of yet unobserved Measurement of yet unobserved 2νββ2νββ decay of   decay of  136136Xe. Xe. Task:Task:  TT1/21/2 > 10 > 102222 y, y,
~67 ~67 dcs dcs / (d 100 kg)/ (d 100 kg). . Important background for EXO.Important background for EXO.

2)2) Test of the Heidelberg evidence for Test of the Heidelberg evidence for ββ0ν ββ0ν decay.decay.
      Expectation for       Expectation for 136136XeXe [Ge ±3[Ge ±3σσ     range (0.7-4.2) range (0.7-4.2)x10x102525 y y]]:: 
      TT1/21/2 =  (0.58 =  (0.58––3.5)3.5)x10x102525 y y [[Rodin Rodin et al. PRC68 (03) et al. PRC68 (03) RQRPARQRPA] ] 7-43 7-43 dcs dcs / (y 100 kg)/ (y 100 kg)
             = (0.66= (0.66––4.0)x104.0)x102525 y y  [[Staudt Staudt et al. EPL13 (90) et al. EPL13 (90) QRPAQRPA]]
             = (0.48= (0.48––2.9)x102.9)x102525 y y  [[Caurier Caurier et al. NPA654 (99) et al. NPA654 (99) SMSM]]

Approach:

Achieve good resolution by utilizing both ionization and scintillation and theAchieve good resolution by utilizing both ionization and scintillation and the
fact that both are anti-correlated. Resolution (extrapolated from 570 fact that both are anti-correlated. Resolution (extrapolated from 570 keV keV toto
2460 2460 keVkeV) achieved in the lab: 1.6% @) achieved in the lab: 1.6% @QQββββ..

Build tracking liquid Build tracking liquid Xe Xe TPC with 1 cm spatial resolution. Allows to TPC with 1 cm spatial resolution. Allows to 
discriminate gamma background from electron signal. Background reductiondiscriminate gamma background from electron signal. Background reduction
by MC: depending on proximity and type reduction factor 5-50.by MC: depending on proximity and type reduction factor 5-50.
Initially no Initially no Ba Ba tagging.tagging.



~570 ~570 keVkeV

~1064 ~1064 keVkeV

207207BiBi

Use (anti) correlations between ionization and scintillationUse (anti) correlations between ionization and scintillation
signals to improve energy resolutionsignals to improve energy resolution



Ionization alone:Ionization alone:
σσ(E)/E = 3.8% @ 570 (E)/E = 3.8% @ 570 keVkeV

        or 1.8% @ or 1.8% @ QQββββ

Ionization & Scintillation:Ionization & Scintillation:
σσ(E)/E = 3.0% @ 570 (E)/E = 3.0% @ 570 keVkeV

        or 1.4% @ or 1.4% @ QQββββββ
(a factor of 2 better than the(a factor of 2 better than the

Gotthard Gotthard TPC)TPC)
E.Conti et al. Phys. Rev. B (68) 054201E.Conti et al. Phys. Rev. B (68) 054201

EXO-200 will collect 3-4 timesEXO-200 will collect 3-4 times
as much scintillationas much scintillation……

further improvement possiblefurther improvement possible

Energy resolution improvement in Energy resolution improvement in LXeLXe



Massive effort on materialMassive effort on material
radioactivity qualificationradioactivity qualification

••  NAANAAaa

••  Low background Low background γγ--spectroscopyspectroscopybb

••  αα--countingcountingcc

••  Radon Radon countingcountingdd

••  GD-MS and ICP-GD-MS and ICP-MSMSee

Online Online database database for collaborators atfor collaborators at
present includes > 230 entriespresent includes > 230 entries

MC simulation of backgroundsMC simulation of backgrounds
Alabama & Stanford / SLACAlabama & Stanford / SLAC

a Alabama using MIT reactor
b Neuchatel, Alabama
c Alabama, SLAC, Carleton
d Laurentian
e Canadian Inst. Standards

ThTh/U Sensitivity/U Sensitivity
Teflon (TPC):Teflon (TPC):
<0.3 <0.3 ppt ppt or or 
1 and 4 1 and 4 µµBqBq/kg/kg
Cu (TPC):Cu (TPC):
<0.8 <0.8 pptppt



25 cm Pb
5 cm Cu cryostat 50 cm cryogenic

fluid HFE-7000

Thin walled Cu
TPCEXO-200



What’s inside the vessel (besides 200 kg enriched Xe)?

2x259 large area
(1.6cm active diameter)
unmounted APDs

Inductive and charge
collecting wire planes

Cathode grid



EXO-200 Detector SchematicEXO-200 Detector Schematic
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EXO-200 installation at HEPL (Stanford campus)

7 ft thick concrete roof

EXO-200 clearooms

Pre-assembly soft clean room

HFE storage dewar

Lead cradle









EXO-200 schedule
• May, 2006 Pb cradle installation complete
• Jun, 2006 Cryostat installed
• Jul, 2006 First full cooldown
• Oct, 2006 End tests at Stanford
• Nov, 2006 Dismounting complete
• Nov, 2006 Lower first module at WIPP
• Dec, 2006 Lower last load (Pb arches) at WIPP

(delayed, happening now)



Assumptions:
1) 200kg of Xe enriched to 80% in 136
2) σ(E)/E = 1.4% obtained in EXO R&D, Conti et al., Phys Rev B 68 (2003) 054201
3) Low but finite radioactive background: 20 events/year in the ±2σ  interval centered

around the 2457.9(0.4) keV endpoint a
5) Negligible background from 2νββ (T1/2>1·1022yr) b

EXO-200

CaseCase

 0.38♦0.27†

Majorana Majorana massmass
((eVeV))

QRPA    NSMQRPA    NSM

40

RadioactiveRadioactive
BackgroundBackground

(events)(events)
6.4×10251.6*2700.2

TT1/21/2
00νββνββ

(yr, 90%CL)(yr, 90%CL)
σσ(E)/E @(E)/E @
2.5MeV2.5MeV

(%)(%)

RunRun
TimeTime
(yr)(yr)

EffEff..
(%)(%)

MassMass
(ton)(ton)

† Rodin et al Phys Rev C 68 (2003) 044302
♦ Courier et al. Nucl Phys A 654 (1999) 973c
a M. Redshaw, J., McDaniel, E. Wingfield and E.G. Myers (Florida State Precision Penning

Trap), to be submitted to Phys. Rev C.
b R. Bernabei et al., Phys. Lett. B 546, 23 (2002)

EXO-200 EXO-200 Majorana Majorana mass sensitivitymass sensitivity



XeXe offers a qualitatively new tool against background: offers a qualitatively new tool against background:
136136Xe       Xe       136136BaBa++++ e e-- e e- -  final state can be identified  final state can be identified 

using optical spectroscopyusing optical spectroscopy  (M.Moe PRC44 (1991) 931)(M.Moe PRC44 (1991) 931)

BaBa++ system best studied system best studied
((NeuhauserNeuhauser,, Hohenstatt Hohenstatt,,
ToshekToshek,, Dehmelt Dehmelt 1980) 1980)
Very specific signatureVery specific signature

““shelvingshelving””
Single ions can be detectedSingle ions can be detected
from a photon rate of 10from a photon rate of 1077/s/s

Important additionalImportant additional
     constraint     constraint
Drastic backgroundDrastic background
     reduction     reduction

22PP1/21/2

44DD3/23/2

22SS1/21/2

493nm493nm
650nm650nm

metastablemetastable 47s 47s



Barium Grabber
Three techniques being tested in parallel at Stanford

Cryo tip: - thin layer of Xe-ice formed on surface of a metal
                - Ba ion is electrostatically attracted to the ice surface
                - ice is thawed at the entrance of the trap and Ba ion is released
     Challenge: control the ice thickness to ~100 atomic layers
         Close to a solution
FE tip: - use very sharp STM tip to grab ion, Ba ion lands near the very tip
            - strong positive bias field emits the ion in the trap
     Challenge: - maintain tips sharp in LXe
                         - field emission at grabbing in LXe
         Field emission microscope being commissioned, to be installed soon
RIS tip: - tip is a ~200 µm fiber with semitransparent metallization at end
             - Ba ion is attracted to metallization and neutralized
             - A desorption laser pulse evaporates the Ba in the trap
             - A second pulse (2 specific wavelengths) resonantly ionizes 
                   the Ba when it is still ~100µm from the fiber tip
     Challenge: The lasers are expensive
          Each step demonstrated and known to work with high efficiency



Typical radius
~10 nm

Cryotip Fe-tip



Grabber tip transfer system being built at the Univ of Neuchatel.
To be installed on the Stanford linear trap in 2006



Technical drawing of the ion graber tip transfer system



BaBa++ Linear Ion Trap Linear Ion Trap
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Stanford Linear Trap



Ion signal as a function of time as ions are loaded and unloaded from
the linear trap.  The quantized structure demonstrates our ability to
detect single atoms in a buffer gas with high S/N.

0 ions

1 ion

2 ions

3 ions

4 ions



Histogram of ion fluorescence signal.  With a 5 sec integration the
signal from 1 ion is distinguishable from background at the 8.7σ
level.

0 ions 1 ion 2 ions 3 ions 4 ions



Single Single BaBa++ lifetime in the trap lifetime in the trap
• Pbuffer ~ 3.6×10-4 torr He
• Single ion is loaded, and
timed until ejection from trap
• Ion lifetimes histogrammed
and fit to exponential
• Lifetime follow exponential
distribution with
         τ ~ 746  ± 151 sec
   → Probably capture on
        impurities in trap (O2,
        NO, CO2, etc.)

3.6×10-4 torr He → λmfp ~ 31cm → Rcollision ~ 740 Hz→ 2 ppm impurities



Assumptions: Assumptions: 
1)1) 80% enrichment in 13680% enrichment in 136
2)2) Intrinsic low background + Intrinsic low background + Ba Ba tagging eliminate all radioactive backgroundtagging eliminate all radioactive background
3)3) Energy resolution only used to separate the 0Energy resolution only used to separate the 0νββνββ   from 2 from 2νββνββ     modes:  modes: 
            Select 0Select 0νββνββ  events in a ±2  events in a ±2σσ   interval centered around the 2.46  interval centered around the 2.46 MeV MeV endpointendpoint
4)4) Use for 2Use for 2νββνββ   T T1/2 1/2 > 1·10> 1·1022 22 yr (yr (Bernabei Bernabei et al. measurement)et al. measurement)

**  σσ(E)/E = 1.4% obtained in EXO R&D, Conti et al Phys Rev B (E)/E = 1.4% obtained in EXO R&D, Conti et al Phys Rev B 68 (2003) 05420168 (2003) 054201
††  σσ(E)/E = 1.0% considered as an aggressive but realistic guess with large light(E)/E = 1.0% considered as an aggressive but realistic guess with large light
                    collection area                    collection area
‡‡  Rodin Rodin et al Phys Rev C 68 (2003) 044302et al Phys Rev C 68 (2003) 044302
## Courier et al.  Courier et al. Nucl Nucl Phys A 654 (1999) 973cPhys A 654 (1999) 973c

EXO neutrino effective mass sensitivityEXO neutrino effective mass sensitivity
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EXO Technical Preparation
Build and operate a smaller scale TPC to demonstrate that required energy 
resolution and background can be achieved. Demonstrate feasibility of
large scale enrichment of 136Xe.

We are building detector using 200 kg enriched Xe (at hand), to be 
installed at  WIPP, New Mexico 2006/2007.
Will demonstrate background and energy resolution.

 Ba extraction, transfer and single ion detection being developed in the lab
 in parallel.

After successful completion of these parallel research thrusts 
preparation of full proposal. 
In this plan proof of principle does not require the funding of a very 
costly large experiment up front. 



Ba single Ion Detection

• Radial confinement from AC
potential across rods.

• Axial confinement from DC
potentials across rod segments.

Linear Paul (RFQ) Traps

r0

Vdc

Vac+VDC



Z

Vdc

High loading efficiency for incoming ions observed.

Ions that loaded at one end will travel to the other.

Ions can be manipulated by changing the DC potential configuration.

Linear Traps


